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1. Introduction
This deliverable, named “Aggregated calls report” (D2.6), was developed as part of the
MediaMotorEurope project, as referenced in the Description of Action – Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement
no. 871552.
Using as base the deliverables D2.3, D2.4 and D2.5, this report presents a cumulative summary that will
provide a better overview of the results of all open calls in the programme. It will present aggregated
statistics such as the applications received and startups accepted, as well as the results of the
matchmaking activities and relevant procurements identified. Every time it proves to be relevant,
comparisons between the first, second and third open calls will be made, to help understand the
developments and evolution on strategy and results.
MediaMotorEurope (MME) had three open calls:
•
•
•

The first one took place between the 18th of May and the 17th of July 2020,
The second ran from the 1st of September to the 30th of October 2020, and
The last one took place between the 1st of April and the 27th of May 2021.

VRT got approval from the Project Officer to delay the third open call in one month (due to clash with
other programmes), and also this deliverable.
The aim of the open calls was to recruit promising European deeptech innovations which are building
solutions for the media sector and the creative industries, with the ultimate goal to support at least 60
startups throughout 2020-2021, each assigned to one of the four innovation hubs for continued support:
•
•
•
•

the Bergen hub - Media City Bergen (MCB);
the Brussels hub – VRT (VRT);
the Thessaloniki hub - THERMI - Business Incubator (THE);
the Sofia hub - Cluster Sofia Knowledge City (CSKC).

After this introduction, this deliverable is divided in the following chapters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 – Open call for startups, presenting the statistics of all the submitted applications;
Chapter 3 – Selected startups, listing the top 61 startups and scaleups selected throughout the
programme;
Chapter 4 – Call for expressions of interest for media organisations, presenting the media
organisations that signed up to the programme until the present moment;
Chapter 5 – Cross-Matchmaking, presenting the matches and public procurements identified for
the selected startups and the results already obtained;
Chapter 6 – Open call Promotion, presenting the dissemination efforts did during the open calls;
Chapter 7 – Publication of results, an overview of all the materials (deliverables, statistic articles
and portfolios) presenting the results of the open calls;
Chapter 8 – Conclusions, summarising this report.
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2. Open calls for startups
MediaMotorEurope programme had 3 open calls for startups and scaleups between 2020 and 2021, each
with the goal of selecting 20 good startups/scaleups with deeptech solutions applied to the media or
creative industries.
•
•
•

The first MediaMotorEurope open call for startups opened on the 18th of May and closed on the
17th of July 2020, with 86 finalised applications, out of 145 expressions of interest.
The second MME open call for startups opened on the 1st of September and closed on the 30th of
October 2020, with 84 submitted applications, out of 150 expressions of interest.
The third and final MME open call for startups opened on the 1st of April and closed on the 27 th
of May 2021, with 51 submitted applications, out of 91 expressions of interest.

What follows is an overview of the total number of applications received, an analysis of the applications
in progress vs finalised overtime, and relevant data regarding the finalised applications, to provide a better
understanding of the startups that applied.

2.1 Started and finalized applications
In total, over the 3 open calls there were 386 startups and scaleups starting an application on the F6S
platform, with 221 of them submitting their application within the open call deadline. This data shows
that more than half of the started applications were finalized within the deadline (57%).
Started/created vs finalised
The three open calls were open for a period of two months. The graph below shows all applications, both
started and finalized, showing the numbers by open call as well as the cumulative ones. As expected, all
open calls show an exponential growth, with the number of applications rising in the last week and
specifically in the last two days, which is a well-known tendency for similar projects.
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Figure 1. Applications submission timeline

2.2 Finalized applications
MME received 221 finalized applications in total, only falling short in 29 applications of the overall project
KPI (250 applications). What follows is an analysis of the data gathered through the applications, including
country of origin of the applicants, the incorporation status of the venture, the year of incorporation, the
activity keys, the market application codes, the media challenge potentially addressed, the partnerships
sought, and the channel through which they discovered MediaMotorEurope.

Country
The distribution of applicants across Europe and H2020 associated countries was widely spread, as 35
different countries are represented. There were also 2 applications from 2 non-eligible countries. The
most represented countries were the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, and Bulgaria. In addition, it is
relevant to note that the countries of the four MME innovation hubs are represented: Belgium and
Bulgaria in the top 4, with 17 and 16 applications respectively; Norway with 7 applications and Greece
with 6.
“More countries (4)” refers to the ones that only presented one application. These were Armenia,
Hungary, Iceland, and Lithuania.
“Other” refers to any country outside the EU or H2020-associated countries (disqualifying factor).
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Figure 2. Country

Incorporation status
Most of the startups that applied to the programme were already incorporated/legally established (86%),
with a small number of applicants being in the process of incorporation (9%). Only 5% of the applications
were from candidates with non-incorporated businesses.

Legally established
9%
5%

Yes
No

In the Process of
Incorporation
86%

Figure 3. Incorporation status
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Year of incorporation / Legal Establishment
From the applicants that provided data about their incorporation year, the majority (63%) were
incorporated/legally established since 2018. Only 8 applicants were incorporated/legally established in
2010 or before. This demonstrates that MME achieved its goal of attracting young companies to be part
of the programme.
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Figure 4. Year of Incorporation

Activity Keys
To help understand the area of activity of the applicants, one of the questions in the application form
referred to the business activity keys (technical development activities from a variety of technological
fields). A document with a list of coded activity keys was displayed in the application form, and the
applicants used it to find the relevant codes for their activities. It can be consulted here.
In the graph below, it is possible to visualise the activity keys selected. It is important to note that
applicants could select more than one activity key. In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that
were selected nine times or less and were grouped to make the graph readable. The most chosen options
were:
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial Intelligence, intelligent systems, multi-agent systems (400103),
Machine learning, statistical data processing and applications using signal processing (e.g.
speech, image, video) (400124),
Web and information systems, database systems, information retrieval and digital libraries,
data fusion (160306),
Natural language processing (40011907) and
Big data (40011502).
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Figure 5. Activity Keys

Market Application Codes
Following the same strategy as determined for the activity keys, explained above, a document was made
with the Market Application Codes, to help understanding the most common markets where the solutions
presented can be applied. It can be consulted here.
According to the data on the graph below, the most common choice for market applications were:
•
•
•
•
•

Media related services (9003006),
Artificial intelligence related software (2007016),
Data processing, analysis, and input services (2006004),
Advertising and public relations (9003002),
Streaming (1006003), and

•

Applications software (2007007)

In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that were selected nine times or less and were grouped to
make the graph readable.
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Figure 6. Market Application Codes

Media challenge potentially addressed
Five main media challenges were defined to be part of the application form of the MME’s open calls, with
the intention to help organising the candidates’ solutions, give a scope of action to the applicants, and
ensure that the presented solutions targeted some of the biggest challenges that the media industry faces
nowadays. These challenges were:
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0;
Fight against misinformation and fake news;
Better protection of personal data and data in general;
Advancing human-machine interaction, and
Improved accessibility to media outlets.

Although the five main challenges were suggested, applicants had also the opportunity to select the
option “Other”. This option ensured that there were not too many limitations on the scope of the
solutions, as long as they respected the overall theme of the programme (deeptech solutions applied to
the media or creative industries) and the eligibility criteria.
Overall, in average, the most selected challenge was Facilitating transition to a data-driven media
industry 4.0 (28%). The second most selected one was Advancing human-machine interaction (23%), and
Fight against misinformation and fake news (19%) comes in third. Improved accessibility to media
outlets (16%), comes next. And the least two selected challenges were Other (7%) and Better protection
of personal data and data in general (6%).
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Media challenge potentially addressed
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Figure 7. Media challenge potentially addressed

Partnerships sought
When it comes to partnerships sought by the startups, 5 options were presented for them to choose. The
VC funding agreement was selected 160 times, which makes this the most selected option. In second
comes Product co-development (corporate bilateral or multilateral agreement) that was also chosen by
a high number of applicants. Consortium agreement for addressing needs of big public or private
procurements comes third by having been selected 81 times.
Inward/Outward technology licencing and Inward/Outward Expertise/Know-how service agreement
are the least two partnerships that the applicants were looking for.
Looking at the graph, we can see that all options interested the applicants in general, and none had very
low numbers. It is relevant to note that applicants could select more than one option.
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Figure 8. Partnerships sought
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Referral source
This graph demonstrates the channels via which selected applicants first heard about the programme.
The majority were informed through F6S platform or F6S dissemination and scouting efforts, followed by
Referrals (within which are included referrals from all partners and intermediaries).
Social media and press also had an impact on the dissemination of the open calls, as well as Startup
Europe. The tree of them combined attracted 13% of the applicants.

Referral source

5%

4%
F6S

Media/Press

20%

Other
Referral
58%
10%

Social Media
Startup Europe

4%

Figure 9. Referral source

Eligible vs Non-Eligible
As outlined in D2.1 Offering and Request Templates, MediaMotorEurope conducted a 3-step evaluation
process to ensure rigor. In the first step, the following eligibility criteria had to be met to qualify for the
next stage of the evaluation process:
a) Be incorporated (or under incorporation);
b) Be incorporated (or under incorporation) in an EU country including Horizon 2020 associated
countries (and the UK);
c) Possesses at least two members [founder(s) together with any existing employee(s)] that are
committed to the venture proposed.
In total, 211 applications were considered eligible and moved to the second phase of the evaluation.
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3. Selected startups
From the 221 received applications, 61 startups and scaleups were selected to join MME across the three
support cycles. The following table presents the enrolled startups, the main media challenge addressed
by them, the innovation hub to which they were assigned to and the support cycle they participated in,
as well as the country and a link to their website.
Table 1. Selected startups for all support cycles

Startup & website

Country

Media challenge addressed

Support
cycle

Cluster Sofia Knowledge City
AdHash

Bulgaria

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Project Vixtape

Portugal

Better protection of personal data and data in general

StoryTracks

Ireland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Macrorec

Turkey

Advancing human-machine interaction

Mavin.org

The Netherlands

Fight against misinformation and fake news

BunchID

Croatia

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

EnVsion

United Kingdom

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Mimirium

Bulgaria

Better protection of personal data and data in general

The Chainless

Germany

Advancing human-machine interaction

Visualyst

Norway

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Kelp.Digital

Estonia

Other – Advancing content protection

Saulx

Netherlands

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Summy

Netherlands

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Wanted TV

United Kingdom

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Wantent

Ukraine

Advancing human-machine interaction

1

2

3

Media City Bergen
Limecraft

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Defudger

Germany

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Anything World

United Kingdom

Other - Reduce time/cost of production

1
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AdVerif.ai

Israel

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Web64

Norway

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

PromoMii

United Kingdom

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Froomle

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Smart Touch Systems

Estonia

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

AISpotter

Finland

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Design AI

Germany

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Searchr

Latvia

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Circulr

Denmark

Advancing human-machine interaction

Movi

Norway

Advancing human-machine interaction

Rumble Studio

France

Advancing human-machine interaction

Spectalix

Israel

Other – Advancing interactive content-creation

2

3

THERMI
GPU AUDIO

Switzerland

Other - Creative tools affordability

faktual

Germany

Advancing human-machine interaction

Adwork Tech

Greece

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Frameright

Finland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Medoid AI

Greece

Other - Hate speech in social media

Streemfire

Austria

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Varia

Germany

Fight against misinformation and fake news

GlobalM

Switzerland

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Musicube

Germany

Advancing human-machine interaction

KLAP

Luxembourg

Advancing human-machine interaction

United Robots

Sweden

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

isoft.ai

Finland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Questpass

Poland

Fight against misinformation and fake news

JDaily

Italy

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Veeplay

Germany

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

1

2

3
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Exorde

France

Fight against misinformation and fake news
VRT

Ceretai

Sweden

Other - Diversity in Media

Textgain

Belgium

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Verchable

United Kingdom

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

AKILLI CEVIRI

Turkey

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Arkane

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Scriptix

Netherlands

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Meeco

Belgium

Better protection of personal data and data in general

Geneea

Czechia

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Factiverse

Norway

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Datavillage

Belgium

Better protection of personal data and data in general

Contilt

Israel

Advancing human-machine interaction

Playtreks

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

SMI

Israel

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Voxalyze

Germany

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

x.news

Austria

Fight against misinformation and fake news

1

2

3

Media challenges addressed
The graph below shows the percentages regarding the main media challenges addressed by the selected
startups:
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0 is the most common challenge, with
34% of the startups falling into this category.
Advancing human-machine interaction is the second most selected with 23%;
The challenge Fight against misinformation and fake news was selected by 15% of the startups;
Improved accessibility to media outlets was selected by 11% of the startups;
Better protection of personal data and data in general and Other tied in the last place with 8%
of the choices each.
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Figure 10. Media challenges

Country
The 61 selected startups came from 25 different European and H2020-associated countries. Germany and
Belgium were the 2 countries with more selected applicants – Belgium is the location of one of the MME
hubs. The other 3 Hubs are in Bulgaria, Norway and Greece, countries also with selected startups.
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Israel and Finland also provided a fair number of selected applications.
The rest of the selected startups came from a few more different countries with only one or two startups
per country.
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Figure 11. Country
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4. Call for expressions of interest for media organisations
Until month 19, a total of 25 media organisations were enrolled and selected based on relevance to join
the MME programme. Although the call for expressions of interest by media organisations will remain
open until 30th September 2021, this deliverable showcases the results obtained until the present
moment, and the MME hubs do not expect further organisations to join the programme.
The Annex provides a very short presentation of each media organisation, to support the reading of the
upcoming section: cross-matchmaking.
Table 2. Media organisations enrolled

Bulgarian National Television

ZDF

TV 2 Norway

Bulgaria

Germany

Norway

Media Lab Bayern

NPO

WNESSTV

Germany

Netherlands

Bulgaria

RTP

ERT MediaLab

PRN

Portugal

Greece

Bulgaria

EURONEWS

Pensoft

Fonn Group

France

Bulgaria

Norway

RMG

Mediahuis

Aifos Media

Belgium

Belgium

Greece
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Direction Business Network

Broadcast Solutions

AFM

Greece

Germany

Portugal

iamhere international

DN

RTBF

Sweden

Norway

Belgium

tagesschau

Yle

Orfium

Germany

Finland

USA

Radio France

France
Country
The following graph shows the data related to the countries where the media organisations are based.
We can see a predominance of the MME hubs’ countries, namely Bulgaria, Norway, Greece and Belgium.
It is also possible to observe the representation of other countries, such as Germany, France, Portugal,
Netherlands, Sweden and Finland. Media organisations are engaged through a one-on-one approach,
where partners direct their efforts in approaching their network to engage organisations potentially
interested in startup collaboration(s). Since the last open call for startups already took place, and the
majority or their contacts have already been reached, the partners decided that the efforts to try to enrol
new organisations will be suspended in a couple of months. Nevertheless, until the end of the programme,
if any media organization approaches any partner directly, and if their participation makes sense to MME,
they will be accepted in the programme.
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Country - Media Organisations
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Figure 12. Country - Media Organisations

Reference to commercial activities
Regarding the commercial activities of the media organisations enrolled, the predominant ones are:
•

Media related services (9003006),

•

Radio and TV broadcasting stations (1001001),

•

Advertising and public relations (9003002), and

•

Other services (not elsewhere classified) (9003007).

The four most selected commercial activities remained the same in the cumulative analysis (compared to
the data of only the first and second open calls), although all categories have increased, which means that
the new media organisations have similar scopes to the ones that join the programme during the first
open calls. Consulting services (9003005), Streaming (1006003), or Radio and TV broadcasting and other
related equipment (1001003) were also selected more than one time, showing the diversity of media
organisations and their commercial activities. Each organisation could select more than one activity, which
explains the high number of answers.
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Figure 13. Reference to commercial activities - Media Organisations

Media challenges faced
In their expression of interest to join the programme, media organisations were invited to select the most
relevant challenges/priorities for them, or in which they could see potential interest in innovating. The
media challenges most selected by the media organisations were “Facilitating transition to a data/driven
media industry 4.0” and “Fight against misinformation and fake news”. The challenges “Advancing
human-machine interaction” and “Improved accessibility to media outlets” were also chosen by several
organisations. It is relevant to note that each organisation could select more than one option, given their
broad spectrum of activities.

Media challenges faced
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Figure 14. Media sector's challenges faced - Media Organisations
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Referral source
When asked how they heard about the MME programme, the majority of media organisations indicated
the source Referral. This selection includes referrals from the different consortium members and affiliated
groups, such as VRT Sandbox, Media City Bergen, Cluster Sofia Knowledge City, and Sandbox Hub. This is
a direct result of the direct contacts the hubs have been making to relevant media organisations in their
networks. It also comprises different referral sources, such as CORDIS. Startup Europe and F6S were the
source of four applications, and the media/press and social media also contributed with four more, to the
final number of media organisations.

Referral Source
14

12

12
10
8
5

6
4

2

2

2

2

Startup Europe

F6S

Media/Press

Social Media

2
0
Referral

Other

Figure 15. Referral Source - Media Organisations
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5. Cross-Matchmaking
The cross-matchmaking activity is implemented within Task 2.3. Staff on behalf of the four hubs has
reviewed the scope of activities and the service/product offerings of all selected startups, including those
corresponding to startups assigned to each hub. Hubs’ staff has also reviewed the scope of activities as
well as special concerns expressed by media organisations that expressed their interest and joined the
MME programme.
Within the context of their review, the hubs identified possible matches of activities/products/services of
their assigned startups with concerns, including needs, expressed by the media organisations. In some
cases, the hubs and their staff have also identified possible matches for their assigned startups stemming
from the activities and products/services of companies other than the selected/joined ones (either media
companies or deeptech scaleups), brought up by their individual previous contacts with such companies
or discovered via a dedicated research. The review performed also led to matches in terms of potential
alliances/collaborations between selected startups for the purposes of possible product/service codevelopment, common marketing and commercial activities. Post-review and identification of candidate
matchings, during the corresponding support cycles, hub’s staff, together with the coaches and the
selected startups, have further assessed the matchmaking potential of the candidate possible matchings
identified as well as of new matching possibilities as they may have been identified during each cycle and
concluded to matches which have been actually realized through the introduction and active facilitation
of the contacts between the relevant pairs.
This section presents detailed figures of the cross-matchmaking activity carried-out during the 3
MediaMotorEurope support cycles by the four involved hubs, namely VRT, MCB, THERMI and CSKC. It
should be highlighted that matches to be realized through introductions and contacts facilitation in the
context of the 3rd MediaMotorEurope support cycle will be included in the MediaMotorEurope Impact
Assessment report (D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.

5.1 Matches for startups assigned to THERMI - Business Incubator
THERMI – Business Incubator virtually hosted and coached 10 selected startups, 4 startups during the 1st
support cycle and 6 startups during the 2nd support cycle. Until the end of the programme, THERMI will
coach another group of 5 startups. After the evaluation and final selection of startups of the 3rd Open Call
for startups have been completed, THERMI – Business Incubator undertook the hosting and coaching
responsibility of 5 more startups concluding to a total of 15 past (10) and future (5) supported startups.
Total potential candidate matches identified by THERMI – Business Incubator’s professional staff for the
15 startups under the support of THERMI – Business Incubator were 88. Among them:
•
•
•

29 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #1,
31 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #2,
28 were identified for the startups to be supported under support cycle #3.

Among the 29 potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #1:
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•
•
•

20 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
8 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups participating in the support cycle
#1 under the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs,
1 was corresponding to a matching with one company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

As per potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #2:
•
•
•

24 among them were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
4 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups participating in the support cycle
#2 under the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs,
3 were corresponding to matchings with companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

Potential candidate matchings identified for startups to be supported under support cycle #3 concern:
•
•

19 with joined media organisations,
9 with other selected startups participating in the support cycle #3 under the support of the other
MediaMotorEurope hubs.

During MediaMotorEurope support cycle #1, THERMI – Business Incubator’s coaches introduced the 5
selected hosted startups to 25 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them.
•
•

18 introductions were made to joined media organisations,
7 introductions were made to companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation.

As per MediaMotorEurope support cycle #2, THERMI – Business Incubator’s coaches introduced the 6
selected hosted startups to 30 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them.
•
•
•

20 introductions were made to joined media organisations
1 introduction was made to a company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation
9 introductions were made to other selected startups participating in the support cycle #2 under
the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs.

During the first two MediaMotoEurope support cycles, THERMI – Business Incubator proceeded to the
introduction and active facilitation of the contacts of 10 supported startups to 55 entities with matching
profiles in total.
Introductions of the 5 startups under THERMI – Business Incubator to be made and actively supported
during the 3rd MediaMotorEurope support cycle will be included in the MediaMotorEurope Impact
Assessment report (D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.
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5.2 Matches for startups assigned to Cluster Sofia Knowledge City
CSKC – Cluster Sofia knowledge city hosted and coached virtually 10 startups during the first two support
cycles of the programme – 5 startups during the 1st support cycle and five startups – during the 2nd one.
After the selection and evaluation process CSKC is hosting and coaching five startups in the 3rd support
cycle. Thus, there are 15 startups in total.
Initially the team reviewed, evaluated and selected potential opportunities for each startup for possible
matches with joined media organisations, other selected startups and with companies other than the
selected/joined ones.
Total potential matchings for the three support cycles and 15 startups were 105 distributed as follow
among the support cycles:
•
•
•

For the 1st support cycle for the 5 selected participating startups CSKC 38 matches were identified
in total,
For the 2nd support cycle’ startups – 33 candidate matchings were identified,
For the 3rd support cycle’ startups – 34 candidate matchings in total.

Regarding the type of matchings among the three support cycles they are split as follow.
Under support cycle #1 the potentially identified candidate matchings were:
•
•
•

14 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
13 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups,
11 were corresponding with other than MediaMotor urope joined media organisations.

Under support cycle #2 the potential matchings were as follow:
•
•
•

12 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
11 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups,
10 were corresponding with other than MediaMotorEurope joined media organisations.

Under support cycle #3 the potential matchings were as follow:
•
•
•

16 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations
13 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups
5 were corresponding with other than MediaMotorEurope joined media organisations.

During the support cycle #1 there were 26 total actual introductions and matches were made by the Hub
team and the individual startup coaches as follow:
•
•
•

8 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
10 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups,
8 were corresponding with other than MediaMotorEurope joined media organisations.

Each startup had at least one successful contact and follow-up actions were taken after the support cycle.
Thus, 10 of the matching were successful in total. 9 of the contacts happened via Media tech on stage
event/platform.
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During the 2nd support cycle the Sofia hub team and the five startups coaches actively facilitated 31
connections and contacts as follow:
•
•
•

11 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
10 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups,
10 were corresponding with other than MediaMotorEurope joined media organisations.

Out of these contacts, each startup had at least one successful lead with further actions and opportunities
for partnership, in total 8 were successful. Out of the total matches 8 happened via Media tech on stage
event/platform.
Thus, for the first two support cycles of the MediaMotorEurope programme the 10 startups assigned to
the Innovation Hub at CSKC were introduced to 57 total matching profiles of media organisations and
other selected startups.
Introductions of the 5 startups under the Hub at CSKC to be made and actively supported during the 3 rd
MediaMotorEurope support cycle will be included in the MediaMotorEurope Impact Assessment report
(D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.

5.3 Matches for startups assigned to Media City Bergen – Media Cluster
Media City Bergen virtually hosted and coached 10 selected startups in the 1st and 2nd support cycle.
After the evaluation and final selection of startups of the 3rd Open Call for startups have been completed,
MCB undertook the hosting and coaching responsibility of 5 more startups concluding to a total of 15 past
(10) and future (5) supported startups.
Total potential candidate matchings identified by MCB`s staff for the 15 startups under the support of
MCB were 89. Among them:
•
•
•

16 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #1,
53 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #2,
20 were identified for the startups to be supported under support cycle #3.

Among the 16 potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #1:
•
•
•

8 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
1 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups participating in the support cycle
#1 under the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs
7 was corresponding to a matching with one company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

As per potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #2:
•
•

15 among them were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations
2 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups participating in the support cycle
#2 under the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs
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•

36 were corresponding to matchings with companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

Potential candidate matchings identified for startups to be supported under support cycle #3 concern:
•
•
•

16 with joined media organisations
3 with other selected startups participating in the support cycle #3 under the support of the other
MediaMotorEurope hubs.
1 were corresponding to matchings with companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

During MediaMotorEurope support cycle #1, MCB’s coaches introduced the 5 selected hosted startups to
17 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them:
•
•

7 introductions were made to joined media organisations
10 introductions were made to companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation.

As per MediaMotorEurope support cycle #2, MCB’s coaches introduced the 5 selected hosted startups to
29 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them:
•
•
•

11 introductions were made to joined media organisations
16 introduction was made to a company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation
2 introductions were made to other selected startups participating in the support cycle #2 under
the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs.

During the first two MediaMotorEurope support cycles, MCB proceeded to the introduction and active
facilitation of the contacts of 10 supported startups to 46 entities with matching profiles in total.
Introductions of the 5 startups under MCB to be made and actively supported during the 3rd
MediaMotorEurope support cycle will be included in the MediaMotorEurope Impact Assessment report
(D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.

5.4 Matches for startups assigned to VRT Sandbox
VRT Sandbox virtually hosted and coached 10 selected startups, 5 startups during the 1st support cycle
and 5 startups during the 2nd support cycle. After the evaluation and final selection of startups of the 3rd
Open Call for startups have been completed, VRT Sandbox undertook the hosting and coaching
responsibility of 5 more startups concluding to a total of 15 past (10) and future (5) supported startups.
Total potential candidate matchings identified by VRT Sandbox for the 15 startups under the support of
VRT Sandbox were 47. Among them:
•
•
•

11 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #1,
16 were identified for startups supported under support cycle #2
20 were identified for the startups to be supported under support cycle #3.
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Among the 11 potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #1:
•
•

10 were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations,
1 was corresponding to a matching with one company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation.

As per potential candidate matchings identified for startups supported under support cycle #2:
•
•

11 among them were corresponding to matchings with joined media organisations
5 were corresponding to matchings with other selected startups participating MediaMotorEurope

Potential candidate matchings identified for startups to be supported under support cycle #3 concern:
•
•
•

9 with joined media organisations,
7 was corresponding to a matching with one company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined
media organisation,
4 with other selected startups participating in MediaMotorEurope.

During MediaMotorEurope support cycle #1, VRT Sandbox’s team and coaches introduced the 5 selected
hosted startups to 42 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them.
•
•

17 introductions were made to joined media organisations
25 introductions were made to companies other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation.

10 of these introductions were made possible thanks to Mediatech On Stage and 16 pitching opportunities
were created for our 5 startups during the programme. Furthermore 2 VRT Hub startups from cycle #1
were able to enroll in the H2020 project Stadiem and start co-creating with media corporates which are
Ceretai and Textgain.
As per MediaMotorEurope support cycle #2, VRT Sandbox’s team and coaches introduced the 5 selected
hosted startups to 22 entities and actively facilitated the contacts between them.
•
•
•

12 introductions were made to joined media organisations
9 introduction was made to a company other than a MediaMotorEurope joined media
organisation
1 introduction were made to other selected startups participating in the support cycle #2 under
the support of the other MediaMotorEurope hubs.

4 introductions were made possible thanks to Mediatech On Stage and 11 pitching opportunities were
created for our 5 startups during the programme. Furthermore 2 VRT Hub startups from cycle #2 were
able to enrol in the Stadiem programme and start co-creating with media corporates which are Datavillage
and Geneea.
During the first two MediaMotorEurope support cycles, VRT Sandbox proceeded to the introduction and
active facilitation of the contacts of 10 supported startups to 64 entities with matching profiles in total.
Introductions of the 5 startups under VRT Sandbox to be made and actively supported during the 3rd
MediaMotorEurope support cycle will be included in the MediaMotorEurope Impact Assessment report
(D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.
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5.5 Procurements monitoring and preliminary findings
The present section describes aggregated information with respect to the activity of opportunity spotting
for selected startups in terms of relevant procurements. This includes major procurement portals being
used up to M15 of the project as well as specific procurements identified as particularly relevant with the
scope of activities of the selected startups and were actively promoted to them.
Major portals identified for monitoring procurements with the purpose to perform opportunity spotting
for the selected startups were the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TED – Tenders Electronic Daily, supplement to the Official Journal of the EU

European Commission’s funding & tender opportunities
The Belgian e-Procurement platform
DOFFIN - The Norwegian national notification database for public procurement.
The private global tenders portal
Funding opportunities under European Commission’s strategy on shaping Europe’s digital future
HORIZON EUROPE – Funding programmes and Open Calls
Creative Europe – Funding Opportunities
EIC Accelerator

Most relevant tenders and/or calls that were/are open and particularly relevant with the activities of the
selected startups of the first two MediaMotor Europe support cycles were/are the following:
•
•
•

SME Instrument (EIC-SMEInst-2018-2020) with a deadline for 7 October2020
Fast Track to Innovation (FTI) (EIC-FTI-2018-2020) with a deadline for 27 October 2020
EU grants for small-scale online media: supporting high-quality news products and tackling fake news with

a deadline for 30 November 2020
•

MediaFutures - open call for startups and artists eager to reshape the media value chain through
applications of data and user-generated content with a deadline for 28 January 2021

•

REACH – the European incubator for trusted and secure data value chains – and its open call with a

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

deadline of 15 February 2021
Creative Europe - Innovative tools and business models with a deadline for 24 August 2021
Creative Europe – Innovation Lab with a deadline for 5 October 2021
Creative Europe - Audience Development and Film education with a deadline for 5 October 2021
European Innovation Council - EIC Accelerator with an open call for short and a next cut-off for 6
October 2021 for full-proposal submission
HORIZON EUROPE - eXtended Reality Modelling with a deadline for 17 October 2021
HORIZON EUROPE - AI to fight disinformation with a deadline for 17 October 2021
MME is keeping an eye to other funded projects which support media innovation, and which will
open public procurements for deep-tech startups in 2021, such as STADIEM and AI4MEDIA.

All the procurements identified are promoted to all the selected startups. The total number and identity
of promoted opportunities will be finalized by the end of the project and will be included in the
MediaMotorEurope Impact Assessment report (D4.4), due for M24 of the MediaMotorEurope project.
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6. Open call promotion
During the 3 open calls that MME programme had, several dissemination efforts were conducted so that
a larger and qualified audience was reached. For each open call a promotion kit was developed. This
promotion kit intended to support the partners in the dissemination activities, as a way to standardize
que communication and to make of MediaMotorEurope a “recognizable brand”.
The promotion kit included:
•
•
•

Press release;
Social media ready-to-use copy and visuals;
Standard email template for partners to reach out to startups and associated partners in their
networks, to let them know about the open calls.

In addition, the following materials were produced:
•
•
•
•

Blog post for the MME website announcing the open call;
One pager;
Open call presentation;
Newsletter for the MME subscribers’ audience.

Here are some examples of the materials:

Figure 16. MME’s open call presentation
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Figure 17. One pager for corporations and startups.

Figure 20. Post on Linkedin announcing the last week of the OC

Figure 18. Open call announcement on Cordis

Figure 19. MME's open call newsletter
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Figure 22. Open call announcement

Figure 24. Open call announcement – enterprise Europe network

Figure 21. Open call announcement – Startup.gr

Figure 23. Open call announcement VRT innovatie
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7. Publication of results
Through all the open calls, several pieces of content were produced to support the dissemination of their
outcomes. This content was presented in 4 formats:
•
•
•
•

Deliverables submitted to the European Commission (D2.3, D2.4; D2.5);
Open call statistic articles, published on the MME website,
Startups portfolio, in an online version and a pdf version, and
MME social media.

Deliverables
A “Support cycle’s call report” (v1, v2 and v3) was produced for each open call presenting the results and
statistics, such as applications received, country of origin and development stage, referral sources,
challenges addressed, startups selected, the results of the matchmaking activity and relevant
procurements identified.
Also, the cumulative results for all the media organisations enrolled in the programme up to that moment,
is documented in these deliverables. The public reports can be visualised under the Resources section of
the MME website (https://mediamotoreurope.eu/reports/).
Open call statistic articles
3 articles that highlight the most important aspects of the open calls, were produced to be posted on the
MME’s news section and on social media. In these articles summarized how many startups were selected
to join that specific support cycle, from which countries they came from, which challenges they address
and what steps would come next in the programme. The articles can be consulted below:
•
•
•

The numbers behind MME’s top 20 startups and scaleups (Open Call 1);
MediaMotorEurope selects the top deeptech innovators who are revolutionising the media
industry (Open Call 2);
The numbers behind MME’s final open call winners (Open Call 3).

Figure 25. Article Open Call 1 (screenshot)

Portfolio
The startups’ portfolio is divided by support cycle, and it was created in two versions: the online version,
developed by ATC and the PFD version, developed by F6S. Both are available to consult or download in
the startups page on the MME website. The startups’ portfolio presents a short overview of each startup
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enrolled in the programme, including a team picture, which country the company is from, who is the
contact person, an elevator pitch and the link to their website.
The portfolios can be accessed below.
•
•
•

Portfolio Support Cycle 1
Portfolio Support Cycle 2
Portfolio Support Cycle 3

Figure 26. MME Startups' portfolios (screenshots)

Social Media
The results of the open calls were presented across the MME social media channels (LinkedIn, Twitter and
Instagram).
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8. Conclusions
This document presents the cumulative statistics of the first, second and third open calls for startups of
the MediaMotorEurope programme, which resulted in 386 expressions of interests and 221 submitted
(finalized) applications.
Applications came from 35 different EU and H2020 associated countries and 2 others non-eligible ones,
with only 5% of the applicants not being either incorporated/legally established or in the process of
incorporation, and with the majority of the startups incorporated since 2018. Only 10 applicants were
considered not eligible.
As for the referral source to the MME programme, startups came mostly from F6S (58%) and direct
referral (20%). The 3 most addressed challenges were: Facilitating transition to a data-driven media
industry 4.0 (28%), Advancing human-machine interaction (23%) and Fight against misinformation and
fake news (19%).
With a robust application form, MME has filtered high-quality applicants, successfully allowing to select
“at least 60 good startups/scaleups with deeptech solutions applied to the media or creative industries”.
MME selected and supported 61 startups.
The 61 startups were divided by 4 innovative hubs across Europe:
•
•
•
•

VRT, the Brussels hub, that supported 20 startups;
Thermi, the Thessaloniki hub, that collaborated with 21 startups;
Media City Bergen, the Bergen hub, that worked with 20 startups, and
Cluster Sofia Knowledge City, the Sofia hub, that supported 20 startups.

The 61 companies came from 25 different EU and H2020 associated countries, having the hub countries
represented: Belgium (8), Norway (4), Bulgaria (2) and Greece (2). Their most addressed media challenges
were: Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0 (34%), Advancing human-machine
interaction (23%) and Fight against misinformation and fake news (15%).
For all open calls, a conclusion of their results and an analysis of the metrics, a short article highlighting
the key points and interesting information for the general public was shared on the MME blog, as well as
on social media in the form of an infographic. The MME startups portfolio is available in the project
website.
On the corporate side, a total of 25 media organisations from 10 different countries have been enrolled
and actively engaged in the MediaMotorEurope programme and its cross-matchmaking activities. Analysis
of their input has shown that the media challenges defined and promoted by MME have high relevance
and that was key to the engaged of media corporations.
In the context of the cross-matchmaking activity (Task 2.3), a total of 329 potential candidate matches
were identified. Among them,
•

174 potential candidate matches were identified between selected startups and joined media
organisations;
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•
•

73 potential candidate matches were identified between selected startups, and
82 candidate matches were identified between selected startups and companies other than the
selected/joined ones.

Matches realized during the first 2 support cycles through introductions made and actively supported by
the hubs were 222 in total. Among them,
•
•
•

174 matches were realized between selected startups and joined media organisations,
32 matches were realized between selected startups, and
82 matches were realized between selected startups and companies other than the
selected/joined ones.

In the context of procurement identification and promotion, 9 portals in total are being monitored for
opportunity spotting purposes while 11 procurements were identified as being relevant to the scope of
activities of the selected startups and were promoted to them.
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